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Resubmittal
Subject: Direct Lease of Geothermal Resources on Reserved
Lands to Assignee of Occupier's Rights, Kapoho,
Puna, Hawaii
STATUTE: Chapter 182, Hawaii Revised Statutes, and
Regulation No. 8 of the Department of Land and
Natural Resources
APPLICANT: Kapoho Land Partnership, a Hawaii Limited
Partnership, assignee of Kapoho Land and
Development Company, Limited's rights as
occupier, pursuant to Section 182-5, Hawaii
Revised Statutes
FOR: Direct issuance of a geothermal lease on reserved
lands at Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, being all of those
certain parcels of land (portion of the land
described in and covered by Royal Patent 4497,
Land Commission Award No. 8559, Apana 5, To C.
Kanaina) designated by Tax Map Key as follows:
Area
1-4-01:1
1-4-01:2 (portion)
1-4-01:3
1-4-01:19
1-4-01:58
TOTAL
247.0000 acres
349.0587 acres
3.7410 acres
215.2420 ac:=es
0.7580 acres
815.7997 acres
ZONING:
LAND OWNERSHIP:
MINERAL RIGHTS:
State Land Use Commission\ agriculture
County of Hawaii:. ag:=icul ture
Kapoho Land and Development Company, Limited
Reserved to the State of Hawaii by Royal Patent
No. 4497 on Land Co~~ission Award No. 8559
MINERAL TO BE
MINED: Geothermal resources, classified as a mineral
by Section 182-1, Hawaii Revised Statutes
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TERM: The lease shall have a maximum term of sixty-five
(65) years; provided that ~~ere shall be a
primary period of ten (10) years from the
effective date of ~~e lease (and if during this
primary period, geothermal resources are being
produced or utilized in commercial quantities,
the Lease t~~ sha.Ll. continue for so long
thereafter as geothermal resources are produced
or utilized in commercial quantities, subject,
however, to the sixty-=ive (65)-year limitations).
Continuation or termination of ~~e lease after
~~e primary ta~ (10) yea= period shall be in
accordance with (Rule No. 3.11 of) Regulation
No. 8 of the Department of Land and Natural
Resources.
COMMENCEMENT AND
COMPLETION DATES
OF DRILLING
OPERATION:
PAYMENT FOR THE
RIGHT TO EXPLOIT
, GEOTHERMAL
RESOURCES:
The Lessee shall covenant and agree that Geoth~~l
Resources mining and drilling operations on the
rese-rved 'lands shall commence within three (3)
years from the effective date of the lease, and
that at least one geothermal resources well for
production shall be completed within four (4)
years of the effective date of the lease.
The Lessee shall pay to the State of Hawaii the
amount of $816.00 per annum for the right to
exploit Geothermal Resources reserved to the
State. Such, payment shall be credited against
production royalties due and accrued during
anyone given year, if there be any. The annual
rental due a given year shall not be credited
against production royalties due in future years.
ROYALTY: a. Ten percent (10%) of the gross amount or
value of the geothe.~al resources produced
under the lease" as measured at the wellhead
and sold or utilized by the lessee for the
first 35 years of ' ~~e lease. Rate read just-
ments as specified by Rule No. 3.13 of
Regulation No. 8 of the Depar~~ent of Land
and Na t u r a l Resources.
b. Five percent (5 %) of ~~e gross pro~eeds
received by the lessee from the sale of
any geothermal by-product contained in and
extracted from the effluence produced
under the lease as measured at the wellhead
and as specified by Rule No . 3.13 of
Regulation No. 8 of the Department of Land
and Natural Resources.
"Board of Land and
Natural Resources
PAYMENT :
REOPENING OF
ROYALTY RATE:
ROYALTIES ON
OTHER MINERALS:
METERING:
TESTI NG OF
MINERALS:
ASSIGNMENT AND
SUBLETTING:
BOND:
-,
.:
" "
December:,-19, 1980
The Lessee shall make payments of royalties to ,
the Board at its Honolulu office within thirty
(3 '0) days after the end of each month and
accompany such payment with a written statement
by the lessee, showing the volume of each
geothermal resources and its by-products sold,
used, or otherwise disposed of. The Lessee
shall furnish such other data as may be neces-
sary for the Board to audit and verify all
royalty payments.
Royalty rates shall be subject to reopenL"lg at
the end of the 35th and 50th years of the lease
term. Royalty rates for the new period shall
be determined by independent appraisal but shall
be no less than the royalty rates at the time
of reopening, nor shall it be higher than the
maximum rate allowable under Regulation No.8.
In the event the Lessee desires to mine minerals
other than Geothermal Resources, the Lessee
shall before mining such other minerals, so
notify the Board in writing, and the Lessee
shall negotiate and fix the royalty rates for
such other minerals, as may be allowed to be
mined by the Board.
Metering equipment shall be maL,tained and
operated by lessee in ' such a manner as, to meet
acceptable standards of accuracy consistent
with geothermal industry practices.
The Lessee shall on a calendar semi-a~"lual basis
furnish the Board the results of periodic tests
showing the content of by-products in the
produced geothermal resources. Such tests shall
be consistent with acceptable method of testing
practices. by the industry.
The Lessee shall not assign and/or sublet the
whole or- any portion of the· rights herein leased,
without the prior approval of the Board of Land
and Natural Resources, provided, that any
assignment and/or sublease so made shall be to
persons or 'persons, partnerships, corporations,
etc., who has obtained from the owner of the
lands the right to occupy and conduct geothermal
resources mining operation thereon.
The Lessee shall witr~n thirtv (30) davs of
receipt of the completed leas~ document, file
with the Board, and keep in force for the term
of the lease, a PERFORMANCE BOND, in the amount
of $10,000.00, conditioned upon faithful obser-
vance and performance of all requirements of
the lease. Said Bond shall name the Department
of Land and Natural Resources, 'St a t e of Hawaii,
as obligee.
..
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LIABILITY
INSURANCE:
RULES AND
REGULATIONS:
ENVIRONMENTAL .
CONCERN:
REMARKS:
RECOMMENDATION:
The Lessee shall secure and maintain in
force during the term of th.e lease, Compre-
hensive General liability and property
damage insurance and products liability
insurance naming the State of Hawaii,
Department of Land and Natural Resources
as additional insured in ~~e following
minimum amounts:
a. Comprehensive General Bodily Injury
Liability '$"30 0 , 000 each occurrence,
$ 30 0,000 ·a g g r e g a t e .
b. Comprehensive General Property Damage
$50' ,:eroo each occurrence, $10"0',0'00
aggregate.
c. Products liability in "the single-minimum
limit of $250,090.
The lease shall include o~~er applicable
provisions required by law and. as contained
in Regulation No.8.
The Lessee shall comply with all water
and air pollution control laws, rules and
regulations of the State or its political
~ubdivision. The Lessee shall also comply
wi th all applicable State and County laws
relative to, .En v i r onme n t a l Impact Statements.
Kapoho Land Partnership", assignee of the
landowner; Kapoho Land Development Company,
Limi ted, has made application as occupier
for a geothermal lease on land in Puna
which is subject to reservation of mineral
rights in favor of the State of Hawaii.
Application was made in accordance with
Section 182-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes
(mining leases on reserved lands) .
Under Section 182-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
the Board may by vote of ~;o-thirds of its
"membe r s , without public auction, grant a
mining lease on reserved land to the occupier
~~ereof.
That ~~e Board approve a direct grant of a
geothermal resources mining lease on reserved
lands to ~~e assignee covering the reserved
lands listed above, subject to the approval
of a special use ?e~it by ~~e County of
Hawaii and State Land Us e Co~~ssion and to the
terms ' and 'c on d.i.tions"- above - me n t i one d , which are
by reference incorporated herein r in addition to
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such other terms and conditions required by
law, Department of Land and Natural Resources
Regulation No. 8, ~~d as may be prescribed by
the Chairman.
Respectfully submitted,
DETaR
Administrator
)
APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL:.
.d:~.
SUSUMU aNa, Chairman
,.
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ITEM F-3
· .........
~
STA.J::'F RECCMMENDATIOO FOR AOOPTION OF CRITERIA FOR DL'qECT AHA..'ID OF
GECYIHERr-~ IDS1='S.
The Board, at its Novenber 7, 1980 meeting had asked the s taff to v;ark
wit.l-) prospective lessees of State qeotherma.l resources to develop
criteria on which the Board can base evaluations of applications for
direct award of geothermal leases covering r'eserved lands .
The Board, upon notion by Mr. Higashi and a second by ~·tr . Hong,
unanirrously adopted the criteria presented by t.l-)e staff with the
follO',.;ing amendrnentis i
. Paragraph 4. d to read Paragraph 4 and thE: rest of former
Paragraph 4 to read Paragraph 5. In doing so the Boa-rd
expanded upon new Paragraph 4 to read "philosophy and effect
on consumer rates on roth shortand long tenn basis. tI .
The toard also authc·rized the Chairman to irnplP.IT:e...'1t appropriate
procedures .
RESUBHI'ITl>,L - KF-.PCRO LAND PARINERSHIP APPLICATIQ~ FOR GEO'IHERMAL LEASE
RESERVID IANDS AT KAPOHO, PUNA, HAWAII.
Kapoho I.a.nd Partnership, assignee of the landowner, Kar:oho Land Cevelop-
rnent Company, Limited, has made application as occupier for a geothennal
lease on Land in Puna which is subject to reservacion of mineral rights
in favor of the State of Hawaii. Crner Section 182-5, H?S (pining
leases on reserved lands), the Board may by vote of t'.vo-t.1U.rds of its
me:nters, without public auction, grant a mining lease on reserved land
to rhe occupier thereof.
Mr. Albert Lyman said that he wanted it noted for the record that the
pri.nc.ipal.s of Kapoho and the related company holding fee ownership to
the subject land have actively sUPr:orted geothe......-mal development in the
Puna District for many years and that tlus is demonstrated in part by
the Lyman family allowing free access te the.i2:' Land by the L"niversity
of Hawaii in 1974 and by trarlsferring to the State the 4-acre HGP-A
well site in May, 1978.
Br. Lyman stated that KafOho Land Partnership had reached an agreement
in principal with a joint venture of Therri1al Power Ccrrpany and the
Dillingham Corpor'atzion (Thermal-Dillingham) . for exploration and develop-
rnerrc of geothermal resources on the 815 acres whi.ch is the subject of
the State Lease application. Kapoho had chosen Thormal-Dilli.l'lgharn
after having 1:::een contacted by practically every company that either is
engaged or proposes to enqaqe in geothermal developnent in Hav,'aii.
Kapoho's agreenent in principal was reached with The..."1I'a.l-Dillingha.'11
after over a year of detailed and costly negotiations and their selection
of Thermal-Dillingham was Cased on their assessment t.'lat The.rrnal-
Dillingham share Kapom I s concern for responsible development of Hawaii's
qeotihezmal, resources in a manner t.'1at benefits the public and that
Thermal-Oillingha:n has the financi.al and t.echni.ca.l resources and
capabilities necessary to expeditiously und~~e geothe.-rmal ~xploration
ard developnent in Puna.
V.:r. Lyman believe::l t.hat; geothe...-rma.l prrcanc should be on a basis that
benefits the public and should not be priced at the level of oil. The ·
pricing, bowever , is a matter to be det.errniried by negotiations between
the developer, Thermal-Dillingham and Hilo El.ectz.ic , subject to reviev
by ~~e State Public Utilities Commission .
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Mr. Burbank of The.."'1!la1 PCJ\.\.>er Ccrnpa.ny surrrnarized their r'esponse to t.i)e
cr.i,teria requested by t.~ Board as follc~\'s:
Financial Resources and capabilities
Burbank stated that, together, t..'1e ~ ccrnpanies have an annual, expend.i-e
ture of $350,000,000 per year and the exploration and deve.loprent; of
w.is project \>,Quld never exceed 10% of the annue.L capital budget of the
ccnpanies. Al.so , that they are well within t.1-leir annual appropriation
capability.
Technical Experience and Expertise
Both ccmpani.es have broad exper.i.ence i.'1 the area of geot.i-e.."liIa1 and
developnent of amve-ground facilities. He explained that t.1-leir
exper-imerrtat plans for exploration and devel.opnent; were sur.rnarized
in the subnit'"'~.
Preliminary Plan for Exploration and Develope11t
Burbank explained that their experimental plans for exploration and
developnent were .sumrrarized in their surrai,ttal to the board,
Public Be.'1efit of Direct Lease
Because t..'1ey have the cooperation of the occupiers of the land in
question, Burbank felt that it ~ld allow for the exploration to take
place ~~thout delay.
Effect of Geothe.rrral on Local Economy am Employment .
Experience has shown that much of tJ."1e rroney used for geothennal develop-
ment is recycled in the local carrmmi:ty. This multiplier effort, Burbank
expl.a.ined, could provide significant benefit to the local econany and
e:n:ployrnent opportunities.
Statewide Energy Benefits
Ivl.r. Burbank believes t..'1at their project is .in line vlith the State's
call of energy self-sufficiency but t.i)at it also provides a resource
that is indigneous to the. state, is secure, and y;ili rerove t..~e island 's
dependency on irnpcrted fuels and enercy sources.
Effect on Energy Rates .
Burbank stated that they have generally tried to zespond in detail to
tr1e canplex.ity of t..'1e full scope of the Lssue, However, he asked
t-1r. Ti~ema.n of Dillingham COrp::>ration to clarify their phi.Losophy
rrore clistinc'"Jy.
Ivl.r. Tiedeman said that they do not advocate pri.canq geot..~e-~l enerqy
at OPEC levels and are ccr.mi.tterl to do everytihtnq possible to help
provide the people of Hawaii vlit.i) electricity wriicn not only villi be
cheaper t.l1an oil, but, equally i.r:JpJrtant, .i s t..'1at it Kill be secure and
not subject to disruption by event.s eves: which t..~ere is no controL
Regarding t..i)e appl.Lcant, I s proposal where they say t.h.at e1ey do not and
have never advocated pricinq geotheIITal enerqy at tine OPEC l eve l s ,
Mr. Hi ga s hi asked if he could take this as an indication tl'a t the
appli.cant.t s plan to disregard t:'1is as a vehi.cLe fer pricing of energy.
In ansi......er, Hr. Tiedenan stated: We understand tihat; t.l;e utility and
orher entities believe that t..~e enezqy situation in Hawa.ii is unique
and t.i:.at the "avoiderl cost" provisions of t..'1e Public Utilities
Regulatory Act "PURPA" should be rrcd.ifi.ed. h'e agree to negotiate a
geot.';errral pricing meth::x:lology t.."r)at ~'i.ll be .independent, of PtJ"RPA IS
"avoiderl cost" provision.
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ACI'ION
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Realizing fully that the Board is not a pricing agency, Mr. Higashi,
nevertbe.less said that they have long asked for a philosophy which
indicates t.."le applicant I s willingness to cooperate with the Board in
making sure that t.1-}e consumer, in the em, will benefit fran the
State I s resources.
Mr. Higashi voice::1 his concerns regarding DILCO' s study of the under-
water cable inasmuch as he would like to see that the needs of the
Big Island are met before anytrrinq is expor-ted to oahu. Mr. Tiedeman
said that t.1-}eir first goal is to achieve the 25 megawatt, which.
definitely would pay for the island of Hawaii. Anything above that,
he could make no ccmnent with any degree of certainty.
Mr. Ono asked if there would be any problems because of the time
restriction on the drilling operation - especially "rith tcdays high
; nterest rates. Tiedeman said no and assured the l:oard that they wi.Ll,
start drilling as soon as all necessary pe.nnits are secured,
The Board unanirrously approve::1 a direct grant of a geothermal resources
mining lease on reserved lands to the assignee covering the reserved
lands listed in the suhnittal, subject to the approval of a special use
pennit by the Cotmty of Hawaii and State land Use Ccmri.ssion and also
to the tenns and condi,tions liste::1 in t..'le subnittal whic:.~ have been
amended to not allow any deductions of royalties for treating,
process.inq and transpJrtation costs, in addition to such other terms
and conditions require::1 by law, Department of Land and Natural Resources
Regulation No.8·, and as may be prescribed by the Chadzman, Also, the
Board asked that the applicant's proposal, toget.'"ler with all correspond-
ence and te~~nies relating thereto, be sui:II'itte::1 to the Public
Utilities Ccrrrnission as evidence of tl'.e applicant's good fait..'1 in
negotiating with the Board. (Higashi/Yagi)
REX;2UEST FOR PERMISSIOO TO COITRACT FOR a:::NSULTATION SE..WICES ON
GEOI'"rlE....'ql\1AL LEASES.
The california State land Ccmnission Executive Officer, William E.
Northrop, in r'esponse to our inquLry, has indicate::1 willingness to
make available the services of one or rrore mer.bers of his staff to
assist us in the processilig of geothe...-rnial leases as wel.L as the
conduct of other aspects of our qeothermal, leasing program on actual
expense basis (travel and related expensea) , No charge for time or
salaries will be made.
The Board, upon rrotion by Mr. Hong and a second by Mr. Yagi,
unanirrous.ly authorized the cha.izman to contract with the california
Land Ccrmlission for consultation servaces on geot..~e-."'1I'.a1 leases as
described in the surmi.trta.l ,
OUl'-OF-STATE TRAVEL FOR NOAH PEKElD
This is a request for Mr. Pekelo to atte..'1d tr..e 1981 Wes t ern Association
of Fish and Wildlife Age.'1cies Law Er'.£orcement \\o r kshop , scheduled to be
held in Phoenix, Arizona on January 27, 28, and 29, 1981. Funds for
tni.s trip are budgeted.
Unanirrous.Iy approved; as subnitted. (Kea 1oha/Yarnarrot.o)
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Resubmittal
Subject: Direct Lease of Geothermal Resources on Reserved
Lands to Assignee of Occupier's Rights, Kapoho,
Puna, Hawaii
STATUTE: Chapter 182, Hawaii Revised Statutes, and
Regulation No. 8 of the Department of Land and
Natural Resources
APPLICANT: Kapoho Land Partnership, a Hawaii Limited
Partnership, assignee of Kapoho Land and
Development Company, Limited's rights as
occupier, pursuant to Section 182-5, Hawaii
Revised Statutes
FOR: Direct. issuance of a geothermal lease on reserved
1and~ at Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, being all of those
certain parcels of land (portion of the land
described in and covered by Royal Patent 44 97 ,
Land Commission Award No. 8559, Apana 5, To C.
Kanaina) designated by Tax Map Key as follows:
TMK
1-4-01:1
1-4-01:2 (portion)
1-4-01:3
1-4-01:19
1-4-01:58
TOTAL
Area
247.0000 acres
349.0587 acres
3.7410 acres
215.2420 acres
. 0.7580 acres
815.7997 acres
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF
LAND AND f'l ,.1.TIJR/' L RESOURCESQ ITS IIt1EETI"G HELD ON
,p~a)Jni\ll! \9 t \95'0
ZONING:
LAND OWNERSHIP:
MINERAL RIGHTS:
MINERAL TO BE
MINED:
State Land Use Commission\ agriculture
County of Hawaii: agriculture
Kapoho Land and Development Company, Limited
Reserved to the State of Hawaii by Royal Patent
No. 4497 on Land Commission Award No . 8559
Geothermal resources, classified as a mineral
by Section 182-1, Hawaii Revised Statutes
~~~~~.,,~~\~~;;;;:.
4J..i ~o-ct..,-tL, Cb~. ITEM r - 3
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TERM: The lease shall have a maximum term of sixty-five
(65) years; provided that there shall be a
primary period of ten (10) years from the
effective date of the lease (and if during this
primary period, geothermal resources are being
produced or utilized in commercial quantities,
the lease term ?hall. continue for so long
thereafter as geothermal resources are produced
or utilized in commercial quantities, subject,
however, to the sixty-five (65)-year limitations).
Continuation or termination of the lease after
the primary ~en (10) year period shall be in
accordance with (Rule No. 3.11 of) Regulation
No. 8 of the Department of Land and Natural
Resources.
COMMENCEMENT AND
COMPLETION DATES
OF DRILLING
OPERATION:
PAYMENT FOR THE
RIGHT TO EXPLOIT
GEOTHERMAL
RESOURCES:
The Lessee shall covenant and agree that Geothermal
Resources mining and drilling operations on the
reserved 'l and s shall commence wi thin three (3 )
years from the effective date of the lease, and
that at least one geothermal resources well for
production shall be completed within four (4)
years of the effective date of the lease.
The Lessee shall pay to the State of Hawaii the
amount of $816.00 per annum f or the right to
exploit Geothermal Resources reserved to the
State. Such. paYment shall be credited against
production royalties due and accrued during
anyone given year, if there be any. The annual
rental due a given year shall not be credited
against production royalties due i n future years.
ROYALTY: a. Ten percent (10%) of the gross amount or
value of the geothermal resources produced
under the lease· as measured at the wellhead
and sold or utilized by the lessee for the
first 35 years of ' the lease. Rate readjust-
ments as specified by Rule No. 3.13 of
Regulation No. 8 of the Department of Land
and Natural Resources.
b. Five percent (5%) of the gross pro~eeds
received by the lessee from the sale of
any geothermal by-product contained in and
extracted from the effluence produced
under the lease as measured at the wellhead
and as specified by Rule No. 3.13 of
Regulation No. 8 of the Department of Land
and Natural Resources.
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PAYMENT:
REOPENING OF
ROYALTY RATE:
ROYALTIES ON
OTHER MINERALS:
METERING:
TESTING OF
MINERALS:
ASSIGNMENT AND
SUBLETTING:
BOND:
December:·-19, 1980
The Lessee shall make payments of royalties to -
the Board at its Honolulu office within thirty
(3·0) days after the end of each month and
accompany such payment with a written statement
by the lessee, showing the volume of each
geothermal resources and its by-products sold,
used, or otherwise disposed of. The Lessee
shall furnish such other data as may be neces-
sary for the Board to audit and verify all
royalty payments.
Royalty rates shall be subject to reopening at
the end of the 35th and 50th years of the lease
term. Royalty rates for the new period shall
be determined by independent. appraisal but shall
be no less than the royalty rates at the time
of reopening, nor shall it be higher than the
maximum rate allowable under Regulation No.8.
In the event the Lessee desires to mine minerals
other than Geothermal Resources, the Lessee
shall before mining such other minerals, so
notify the Board in writing, and the Lessee
shall negotiate and fix the royalty rates for
such other minerals, as may be allowed to be
mined by the Board.
Metering equipment shall be maintained and
operated by lessee in· such a manner as_ to meet
acceptable standards of accuracy consistent
with geothermal industry practices.
The Lessee shall on a calendar semi-annual basis
furnish the Board the results of periodic tests
showing the content of by-products in the
produced geothermal resources. Such tests shall
be consistent with acceptable method of testing
practices. by the industry.
The Lessee shall not assign and/or sublet the
whole or- any portion of the· rights herein leased,
without the prior approval of the Board of Land
and Natural Resources, provided, that any
assignment and/or sublease so made shall be to
persons or 'persons, partnerships, corporations,
etc., who has obtained from the owner of the
lands the right to occupy and conduct geothermal
resources mining operation thereon.
The Lessee shall within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the completed lease document, file
with the Board, and keep in force for the term
of the lease, a PERFORMANCE BOND, in the amount
of $10,000.00, conditioned upon faithful obser-
vance and performance of all requirements of
the lease. Said Bond shall name the Department
of Land and Na t ur a l Resources, State of Hawaii,
as obligee.
..-~
\
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LIABILITY
INSURANCE:
RULES AND
REGULATIONS:
ENVIRONMENTAL .
CONCERN:
REMARKS :--
RECOMMENDATION:
The Lessee shall secure and maintain in
force during the term of the lease, Compre-
hensive General liabi.lity and property
damage insurance and products liability
insurance naming the State of Hawaii,
Department of Land and Natural Resources
as additional insured in the following
minimum amounts:
a. Comprehensive General Bodily Injury
. Liability '$'3 0 0 , 000 · each occurrence,
$300,000 ·ag g r e g a t e .
b. Comprehensi.ve General Property Damage
$SO' ,;0'00 each occurrence, $10'0' ,0'00
aggregate.
c. Products liability in the single-minimum
limit of $250,0~0.
The lease shall include other app licable
provisions required by law and. as contained
in Regulation No.8.
The Lessee shall comply with all water
and air pollution control laws, rules and
regulations of the State or its political
~ubdivision. The Lessee shall also comply
with all applicable State and County laws
relative to. Environmental Impact Statements.
Kapoho Land Partnership', assignee of the
landowner; Kapoho Land Development Company,
Limited., has made application as occupier
for a geothermal lease on land in Puna
which is subject to reservation of mineral
rights in favor of the State of Hawaii.
Application was made in accordance with
Section 182-5, Hawaii Revis'ed Statutes
(mining leases on reserved lands ).
Under Section 182-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
the Board may by vote of tWo~thirds of its
'members, without public auction, grant a
mining lease on reserved land to the occupier
thereof.
That the Board approve a direct grant of a
geothermal resources mining lease on reserved
lands to the assignee covering the reserved
lands listed above, SUbject to the approval
of a special use permit by the County of
Hawaii and State Land Use Commission and to the
terms ' and 'c on d i t i on s "- above -mentioned', which are
by reference incorporated herein r in addition to
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such other terms and conditions required by
law, Department of Land and Natural Resources
Regulation No.8, and as may be prescribed by
the Chairman.
Respectfully submitted,
DETOR
Administrator
APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL:.
L~
SUSUMU ONO, Chairman
ITEM F-2
AcrrON
ITEM F-3
. \
:"
STAFF RECCMMENDATI01.'J" FOR AOOPTION OF CRI'IERIA FOR DIREcr AHA.."'m OF
GEaI'HERr-1AL lEFSFS.
The Board, at its November 7, 1980 meeting had asked the staff to tt.ork
with prospective lessees of State geothennal resources to develop
criteria on which the Board can base evaluations of applications for
direct award of geothenna.l leases covering reserved lands.
The Board, upon notion by Mr. Higashi and a second by ~tr. Hong,
unanimJusly adopted the criteria presented by the staff with the
following amendments:
. Paragraph 4.d to read Paragraph 4 and thE: rest of former
Paragraph 4 to read Paragraph 5. In doing so the Board
expanded upon new Paragraph 4 to read "philosophy mid effect
on consumer rates on roth shortand long term basis." .
The board also authc·rized the Chairman to implement appropriate
procedures.
RESUBNI'ITAL - KAPOHO LAND PARI'NERSHIP APPLICATION FOR GEaIHERMAL LEASE
RE'SEIW"ED rANDS AT KAPOHO, PUNA, HAWAII.
Kapoho Land Partnership, assignee of the landowner, Kapoho Land Develop-
ment company, Limited, has made application as occupier for a geothennal
lease on land in Puna which is subject to resprvation of mineral rights
in favor of the State of Hawaii. Under Section 182-5, IES (mining
leases on reserved lands), the Board may by vote of t\ocrthirds of its
manbers, without public auction, grant a mining lease on reserved land
to the occupier thereof.
Mr. Albert Lyman said that he wanted it noted for the record that the
principals of Kapoho and the related canpany holding fee ownership to
the subject land have actively supported geothennal development in the
Puna District for many years and that t.1U.s is demonstrated in part by
the Lymc'.l1 family allowing free access tc their land by tihe University
of Hawaii in 1974 and by transferring to the State the 4-acre HGP-;'~
well site in May, 1978.
.r.1r. Lyman stated that Kapoho Land Partnership had reached an agreement
in principal with a joint venture of Thermal. Power Ccn1pany and the
Dillingham Corporation (Thennal - Di l l ingharn) 0 for exploration and develop-
ment of geothennal resources on the 815 acres which is the subject of
the State Lease application. Kapoho had chosen Thernal-Dillingham
after having been conta.cted by practically every company that either is
engaged or proposes to engage in geothennal developnent in Hawaii.
Kapoho I S agreement in principal was reached with Thennal-Dillingham
after over a year of detailed and costly negotiations and their selection
of Thermal-Dillingham was based on their assessment that Thennal-
Dillingham share Kapoho I S concern for responsible developnent of Hawai i ' s
qeotihermal, resources in a manner that benefits the public and that
Thermal-Dillingham has the financi.al and technical resources and
capabilities necessary to expeditiously undertake geothennal exploration
and developnent in Puna.
Mr. Lyman believed that geothennal pricing should be on a basis that
benefits the public and should not be priced at the level of oil. The 0
pricing, bowever , is a matter to be determined by negotiations between
the developer, Thennal-Dillingham and Hilo Electric, subject to review
by the State Public Util i t i es Ccmnission.
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Mr. Burbank of Thermal Power Canpany sumnarized their response to t.~e
criteria requested by t.~ Board as folla'ls:
Financial Resources and capabilities
Burbank stated that, together, che two companies have an annual expendi- .
ture of $350, 000, 000 per year and the exploration and developrent of
this project would never exceed 10% of the annual capital budget of the
ccmparii.es , Also, that they are well within their annual appropriation
capability.
Technical Experience and ExPertise
Both canpanies have 'broad experi.ence in the area of geothermal and
developnent of above-ground facilities. He explained that their
experfu1ental plans for exploration and devel.opnent; were surnarized
in the sul:mittal.
prelimir.ary Plan for Exploration and Developnent
Burbank explained that their experimental plans for exploration and
developnent were sunmar.ized in their sul:mittal to tr.e board.
Public Benefit of Direct Iease
Because they have t.J.~e cooperation of the occupiers of the land in
question, Burbank felt that it would allow for the exploration to take
place witlxlut delay.
Effect of Geothermal on Local Econ~ and Employment
Experience has shown that much of e money used for geothermal develop-
ment is recycled in the local cornnunity. This multiplier effort, Burbank
explained, could provide significant benefit to ti'.e local econany and
employment opportunities.
Statewide Energy Benefits
Mr. Burbank believes that their project is in line with the State I S
call of energy self-sufficiency but t.~t it also provides a resource
that is indigneous to the. state, is secure, and wi.Ll, remove the island IS
dependency on imported fuels and energy sources.
Effect on Energy Rates .
Burbank stated that they have generally tried to respond in detail to
the ccrnplexity of t..'1e full scope of the Lssue, However, he asked
Y"Jr. Tiedeman of Dillingham Corporation to clarify their philosophy
more distinctly.
Mr. Tiedanan said that they do not advocate pricing qeotherrral, energy
at OPEC levels and are cmmitted to do everyt..TI.ng possible to help
provide the People of Hawaii with electricity which not only. vlill be
cheaper than oil, but, equally inportant, .i s t..'1at it will be secure and
not subject to disruption by events over which there is no control.
Regarding t.1-}e applicant I s proposal where they say t.h.at they do not and
have never advocated pricing geothermal energy at the OPEC levels,
Mr. Higashi asked if he could take this as an indication ti'at the
applicant I s plan to disregard t.lris as a vehicle for pricing of energy.
In answer, !vIr. Tiede:nan stated: We understand that the utility and
ocher' entities believe that t.~e energy situation in Hawaii is unique
and t.~t the "avoided cost" provisions of the Public Utilities
Regulatory Act "PURPA" should be m:::dified. We agree to negotiate a
qeothermal, pricing methcdology that will be Independent; of PURPA IS
"avoided cost" provision.
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Realizing fully that the Board is not a pricing agency, Mr. Higashi,
nevertheless said that they have long asked for a philosophy which
indicates tne applicant's willingness to cooperate with the Board in
making sure that the consumer, in the end, will benefit frcm rhe
State's resources.
Mr. Higashi voiced his concerns regarding DILeO's study of the under-
water cable inasmuch as he would like to see that the needs of the
Big Island are met before anyth.inq is expor-ted to Oahu. .Mr. Tiedeman
said that their first goal is to achieve the 25 megawatt, which
definitely would pay for the island of Hawaii. AnYthing above that,
he could make no canment with any degree of certainty.
Mr. Ono asked if there would be any problems because of the time
restriction on the drilling operation - especially wit...'l tcdays high
interest rates. Tiedeman said no and assured the board that they wi.Ll,
start drilling as soon as al.L necessary permi,ts are secured.
The Board unanirrously approved a direct grant of a geothermal resources
mining lease on reserved lands to the assignee covering the reserved
lands listed in the sul:Inittal, subject to the approval of a special use
permi.t, by the County of Hawaii and State rand Use Ccmnission and also
to the tenns and conditions listed in the suhnittal which have been
amended to not allow any deductions of royalties for treating,
process.inq and tranS];X)rtation costs, in addition to such other terms
and conditions required by law, Department of rand and Natural Resources
Regulation No.8", and as may be prescribed by the Chaizman, Also, fhe
Board asked that the applicant's proposal, together with all cozrespond-
ence and testinonies relating thereto, be suhnitted to tr..e Public
Utilities carmission as evidence of tr.e applicant's good fait.~ in
negotiating with the Board. (Higashi/Yagi)
REJ;2UEST FOR PERMISSIOi\I TO CONTRAcr FOR CONSULTATIo.~ SERVICES ON
GEQTH&-qr,1AL LEASES.
The California State rand canmission Executive Officer, William E.
Northrop, in response to our inquiry, has indicated willingness to
make available the services of one or rrore members of his staff to
assist us in the processing of geothermal leases as well as the
conduct of other aspects of our geothermal leasing program on actual
expense basis (travel and related expenses). No charge for time or
salaries will be made.
The Board, upon rrotion by Mr. Hong and a second by Mr. Yagi,
unanirrously authorized the chainnan to contract with t...'1e California
rand camri.ssion for consultation services on geothenPal leases as
described in the suhnitta1.
OUT-OF-STATE TRAVEL FOR NOAH PEKElD
This is a request for Mr. Pekelo to attend tr..e 1981 Western Association
of Fish and Wildlife Agencies Law EnforCEment Workshop, scheduled to be
held in Phoenix, Ar.izona on January 27, 28, and 29, 1981. Funds for
this trip are budgeted.
Unanirrous.l,y approved, as sul:rnitted. (Kea.Loha/Yarramotic)
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DOCUMENT FOR APPROVAL BY THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
August 27, 1982
CONSENT
ASSIGNMENT OF SUBLEASE HAWAII
THERMAL POWER COMPANY AND DILLINGHAM CORPORATION, Assignors,
to PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE, A JOINT VENTURE FORMED UNDER
THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF HAWAII, Assignee
Geothermal Resources Mining Lease No. R-2 on reserved lands
demised to Kapoho Land Partnership, a Hawaii Limited
Partnership, Assignee of Kapoho Land Development Company,
Limited's rights as occupier, pursuant to Section 182-5,
Hawaii Revised Statutes, for a maximum term of sixty-five
(65) years commencing February 20, 1981.
Lease rental: $816.00 per annum base (to be credited against
production royalties) and royalties of 10
percent of the gross amount or value of the
geothermal resources produced and 5 percent
of gross proceeds from the sale of geothermal
by-products.
LOCATION AND AREA
Reserved lands at Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, being all those
certain parcels of land (portion of the land described in
and covered by Royal Patent 4497, Land Commission Award
No. 8559, Apana 5, to C. Kanaina) designated by Tax Map
Key as follows:
TMK
1-4-01:1
1-4-01:2 (portion)
1-4-01:3
1-4-01:19
1-4-01:58
LAND CLASS TITLE
TOTAL
AREA
247.0000 ac.
349.0587 ac .
3.7410 ac.
215.2420 ac.
0.7580 ac.
815.7997 ac.
Private land (Kapoho Land and Development Co., Ltd. - owner)
CHARACTER OF USE
Geothermal exploration, operation, development, and marketing
SUBLEASE TERMS AND CONDITIONS (NO CHANGE)
Term: Coterminous with lease term of 65 years.
Rent: Advance rent of $30.00 per acre per annum for 1st
three years; $60.00 per acre per annum for 4th and
5th years; $95.00 per acre per annum for 6th through
lOth years; each following successive 5-year periods
to be annual rental for the last lease year preceding
such period p lus an increase equal t o the percentage
ITEM r-i-,
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....J
Board of Land and
Natural Resources August 27, 1982
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increase, rounded to the nearest 1/10 percent,
registered in the Honolulu Consumer Price Index.
Royalty rates ranging from 2 percent to 4 percent of
gross proceeds, depending upon megawatts generated.
Royalty for non-electric uses and for sale or use of
extractable minerals, 5 percent of gross proceeds.
Note: Sublessee, in addition to the foregoing, shall
also pay the State of Hawaii the amount of the rents
and royalties provided for in the State lease.
REMARKS
The issuance of G.R.M.L. No. R-2 to Kapoho Land Partnership
was authorized by the Board of Land and Natural Resources
under amended agenda Item F-3 on December 19, 1980.
Subsequent sublease to Thermal Power Company and Dillingham
Corporation was consented to by the Land Board under amended
agenda Item F-l-b, on January 23, 1981.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Board pursuant to Section 183-25, Hawaii Revised
Statutes, consent to the foregoing assignment of sublease
subject to:
A. Review and approval of assignment of sublease documents
by the State Attorney General.
B. Such other terms and conditions as may be prescribed by
the Chairman.
C. No adjustment of basic lease rental per annum.
D. Formal written concurrence of the Sublessor.
- 2 -
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He specifically referred to today's board actions on the hiring of a young man
(Item C-2) and a young woman (Item C-3) : They both have participated in
the Forestry's YACC programs . .Mr. Landgraf said it has given the young
unemployed adults an opportunity to do on-the-job training to qualify and
to enter into the adult professional employment ranks.
ITEM D-1 APPOINTMENT OF SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT DffiECTOR
ACTION The board, on Mr. Yagi's motion and seconded by Mr. Hong, unanimously
appointed Mike O'Keefe as a Director of the Molokai-Lanai Soil and Water
Conservation District for a term ending on June 30, 1983.
PERMISSION TO ENGAGE THE SERVICES OF BISHOP MUSEUM TO PROVIDE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERVICES FOR THE LALAMILO AGRICULTURAL PARK
ITEM D-2 SITE
--------------.....,..------------------
ACTION Unanimously approved as submitted. (Higashi/Yagi)
The board deviated from the printed agenda and took up the items in the
following order to accommodate those people in the audience.
ITEM F-3
ITEM F-7
BARNWELL GEOTHERMAL CORP. APPUCATION FOR GEOTHERMAL MINING
LEASE ON RESERVED LANDS AT KAPOHO, KANIAHIKU, POHOna AND KEA-
~AKA, PUNA, HAWAIT
This was an application for a direct lease of geothermal resources on reserved
lands in the Puna area. The applicant, Barnwell Geothermal Corporation,
has been assigned the occupier's rights by the land owners who were listed
in the submittal. The terms and conditions of the proposed lease were the
same as the other two geothermal leases which the board acted on previously.
Mr. Deter said the applicant has submitted a criteria, which were circulated
to the board members, under which they propose to operate.
Mr. Higashi questioned whether the applicant shouldn't be J. T. Trading
Company, Ltd , , Auto Imports of Hawaii, Inc. and Promised Land Corporation,
instead of Barnwell Geothermal Corporation as indicated in the submittal,
and mentioned the subleases that came up at the last board meeting on the.
Lyman I s properties.
Mr. Deter explained that since Barnwell Geothermal Corporation has been
assigned the occupier's rights by the land owner, they are the applicant.
In the case of the Lyman property, l\J1r. Detor said the land owner is not
Kapoho Land Parmership. The owner assigned the occupier's rights to Kapoho
Land Partnership, who in turn are subleasing it to the Dillingham-Thermal
joint venture.
The board was not clear-in this area and suggested that the staff check this
out. While waiting for the answer, the board took up the next item .
(See pages 5 to 7 for further discussion and action on Item F-3.)
W. A. LAVALLEE REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF VALUE ESTABLISHED FOR
ABANDONED RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY SEGMENTS RUNNING ACROSS
LOT 721, WAIAKEA HOMESTEADS, 2ND SERIES, WAIAKEA, SOUTH IDLO J
HAWAII
This was a request for reconsideration of the price set on the sale of an
-3-
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Mr. Hong said their logic is that the value should be lower because they are
nothing but a detriment to the parcel. However, without those remnants,
the applicant won't be able to consolidate and subdivide, so the value should
be greater, Mr. Hong said.
Mr. Lam said that is true, except that in May 1978. the highest and best use
of that area was Ag-3.
Mr. Higashi had no objection to the request for deferral for sixty days, and
so moved. Mr. Hong seconded, and the motion was unanimously carried.
(Continued from Page 3)
The board was prepared to discuss Item F-3.
Mr. Detar said the question was whether people who have been assigned
the occupier's rights can be considered the applicant. He said the statutes
and the rules and regulations bear that. so they can be the applicant.
Mr. Higashi asked whether the applicant is prepared to follow the guidelines
set up by the board, and also whether they are aware that we have a criteria
set up in which they have ta show justification why we should issue a direct
lease. rather than to go through public auction.
Mr. E. C. Craddick, representing the applicant, said they have outlined
those areas in their application. He also referred to page 4 under Summary
of Public Benefits and highlighted some of the benefits.
Mr. Ono asked how long it Will take to get locally-trained crews to work
independently. Mr. Craddick said they have a crew of four on 'each shift.
They have all Hawaiian crews. He said it took them about five years to
train the real well qualified, eager men. Mr. Craddick said it is anticipated
that this training program will ultimately provide experienced local trained
contractors and eliminate the need of hiring mainland employees.
Mr. Hong asked what would they say is the net worth of that partnership
today, and referred to the Financial Resources Section. Mr. Craddick said
the net worth is the same. When you drill a well it becomes a capitalized
item. so it becomes a net worth item. Barnwell Geothermal Program, Hawaii
limited partnership, was initially capitalized in excess of $3 million, Mr.
Craddrck said.
Mr. Hong said on the commencement and completion dates of the well, they
have three years to begin drilling. He asked what their time schedule was.
Mr. Craddick said they already started on the first well on Monday . He said
it takes them about a month or two to test it.
Mr. Ono asked to comment on the consumer benefits on page 5.
Mr. Craddick said they paid a lot of attention to this. They realize the
importance of not only developing an alternate energy source, but develop-
ing this in an economical manner so it would have a favorable impact on the
price of energy in the state, particularly on the Big Island. Their policy is
that they don't consider it a success unless they do provide it at a price
-5-
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under the fossil fuel rates. At the present time. he said there is a Federal
law that requires the utility to buy an alternate energy source at the available
cost . Mr. Craddick said one stipulation they have on this is whatever sav-
ings that are realized is passed on to the public. That describes their policy. .
Mr. Higashi asked whether they are going to use Public Utility Regulatory
Policy Act (PURPA) as a vehicle for pricing. Mr. Craddick said they don It
intend to use that in the methodology or structure in their pricing.
Mr. Higashi said when he met with Mr. Craddick , they discussed the
methodology. He said he had assumed that a ·cop y of the methodology of
figuring the price would be submitted with their proposal.
Mr. Craddick said the problem is they don It want to disclose too much of the
precise methodology that they used. He said there are other competitors.
Mr. Higashi realized that. but he said the prior applicant did supply the
board with some formula. based on cost and on a very complicated process.
They also submitted to the board a pricing methodology as a philosophical
point as to how they are going to sell energy.
Mr. Higashi said if he had >something in writing. which was promised some-
time ago. he was going to introduce that today. He would feel more comfortable,
he said. in issuing a direct lease if he had something like that. He realized
that the prior applicant discussed the same feeling that it is complicated •
. but they cooperated.
A IVlr. Eisenstat said they have taken the position from the outset that they
would not key their price to "the price of fossil fuel. He said the record will
indicate that they did this on their own initiative . They will initially start
it out low. and then they will escalate it in a manner that is not keyed to
fossil fuel. and they are prepared to put that in writing. With reference to
the question of PURPA. he said Mr. Craddick set forth their position very
clearly. Their biggest problem is in dealing with the utility. They will .
not rely on PURPA. but the presence of PURPA hopefully will remove the
utility towards coming together with them and the other developers in the
area.
Mr. Higashi said he would like to ask for deferral of this item until such
time as we have some methodology as to the way of arriving at the price.
Mr. Eisenstat promised the board that they can submit this information within
twenty-four hours. and asked the board to consider this request, subject to
them submitting this information within twenty-four hours.
lVIr . Higashi said according to the county permits. there is no setback as to
boundaries . Mr . Eisenstat said no. They will go out of their way to insure
"th at any inconvenience caused to the local residents will be kept to the mini-
mum. They have established their own monitoring equipment at their own
expense to monitor the level of the well . He said it is their feeling that they
have to live in a community and they have to have the local people understand
them and be happy with them.
Mr. Higashi moved to approve this request, subject to the applicant submitting
additional information on the methodology of pricing. and subject further to
review and approval by the chairman and a board member of such material;
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and forwarding the material with a transmittal from the chairman to the PUC
for possible use by PUC for their decision-making process. Mr. Hong seconded,
and the motion was unanimously carried.
JUDITH FORSTER REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONSTRUCT AN ADDITIONAL
DWELLING ON LOT 21 OF THE LALAMILO FARM LOTS, WAIMEA, SOUTH
ITEM F-10 KOHALA, HAWAII
This was deferred at the last boaz-d meeting. Under the provisions of the
original conveyance of the Lalamilo Farm Lots, only one dwelling is allowed
. on the land, provided, however, the board may, at its discretion, authorize
additional dwellings. The particular conveyance also states that the land shall
be used for agricultural purposes only and cannot be put to some other use
unless that use is authorized by the board. Agricultural use is defined and
limited to the growing of orchard and truck crops.
Mr. Detor stated that Mrs. Kawasaki, owner of Lot 21, has subdivided the
lot and she is in the process of selling 20.103 acres of the 26 acres to Judith
Forster, who has asked the board for permission to erect a dwelling on the
20-acre portion of Lot 21. There is already a dwelling on that part of the
lot that Mrs. Kawasaki is going to retain. Mrs. Kawasaki is in her 70 I S
and is retired.
In addition to that, Ms. Forster wants to raise protea. Mr. Detar said tech-
nically tha't is not an agriculture use within the framework of the provisions
covered in the patent.
Mr. Detar said the board in previous instances have approved additional
dwellings for employee housing, but not for subdivision purposes.
Mr. Detor further stated that about a year or more ago the board adopted a
policy of denying all requests for construction of additional dwellings on
subdivided portions of these lots .
•
The applicant is asking for' one because she is going to operate it as a farm,
and she wants to have a place from which to operate. The land has been
subdivided.
Mr. Detor pointed out that when the board adopted the policy of refusing to
. allow dwellings on subdivided portions, it was not in recognition of Ag-S
zoning. The department is trying to avoid a proliferation of S-acre lots
which would turn it into a residential-type subdivision. The idea was to
keep the farm character of the subdivision as much as possible.
Ms. Judith Forster, who has been selling real estate for the last three years,
briefly addressed the board. She has arranged to purchase the 20-acre
portion of the 26-acre parcel. To go into this project, she said she needs to
live there and manage it. She said the land is not being used now and the
area has not been fully farmed.
Mr. Higashi said it really.is not necessary to live on the land, and Ms .
Forster agreed. He said the merit of the project should be based on pro-
duction.
Ms. Forster said Mrs. Kawasaki lives on the property, so there is some degree
to safeguard it. However, Ms . Forster said the land is very big and Mrs.
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The Board unaniI'rous1y authorized the issuance of a penni.t to allow the
use of Hapuna Beach State Recreation Area as an aid and weigh station .
and to pennit a:mnercial television filming activities associated with
the bike race. (YagijHong)
IXX:UMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION
HAWAII
CONSENT TO SUBLEASE
Item F-1-a - HAROLD T. TANOUYE, JR., Sublessor to MAKAI NURSERY, Sublessee -
portion of Lots 12, 13 and 14 Panaewa Fann Lots, 2nd Series, Waiakea,
So. Hi10, Hawaii - G. L. 5-4445.
Item F-1-b KAPOHO LAND PARI'NERSHIP, Sublessor, to THERMAL PCmER COMPANY AND
DILLINGHAM CORPORATION, Sublessee - reserved lands at Kapoho, Puna,
Hawaii, designated by Tax Map Key as follows:
TMK
1-4-01:1
1-4-01:2 (portion)
1-4-01:3
1-4-01:19
1-4-01:58
AREA
247.0000 ac.
349.0587 ac.
3.7410 ac.
215.2420 ac.
0.7580 ac.
815.7997 ac.
Item F-1-c TRUSTEES OF THE ESTATE OF BERNICE PAUAHI BISHOP, Sublessor, to THERr-lAL
POWER COMPANY AND Dn.LINGHAM CORPORATION, Sublessee - reserved lands
at Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, designated by TClX Map Key as follows:
'IMK
1-3-01:22
1-3-01:23
1-3-01:58
1-3-01:59
1-3-02:32
1-3-02:33
1-3-02:59
1-3-02:79
1-3-02:80
1-3-02:81
1-3-02:82
1-3-02:83
1-3-02:84
1-3-02:87
1-3-03:05
1-3-03:06
1-3-03:41
1-3-09:02
1-3-09:01
1-3-09:05
1-3-09:08
1-3-09:10
AREA
27.78 ac.
237.40 ac.
33.50 ac.
275.80 ac.
803.00 ac.
20.20 ac.
154.80 ac.
21.00 ac,
21.30 ac,
21.50 ac,
21. 70 ac,
142.30 ac.
50.80 ac.
28.00 ac.
9.80 ac.
43U.20 ac.
101.00 ac.
157.75 ac.
206.17 ac.
694.30 ac.
5.17 ac.
23.26- ac.
3,486.70 ac.
Mr. Kealoha questioned the sentence listed under "Remarks" of Items
F-l-b and F-1-c which reads: "The partnership requests that, upon
approval of the sublease, the Board release the partnership from any
liabilities or duties under the State lease as provided by Rule 3.7B
of Regulation 8. Mr. Detor said that the lessees had requested this
but staff did not include this as a recomrendation for approval.
Mr. Kealoha asked that specific denial of the requested liability clause
be added as a third condition under Recomnendation for both Items F-1-b
and F-1-c.
- ..-/
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Include the approximately 400 acres zoned Conservation
District within TMK: 1-3-09:05, subject to Conservation
District Use ·Application (CDUA) approval if required as
determined by the Office of the Attorney General.
/.
Amendment: ADD under f ' :erved Lands:
,.-0'.
.-.
..
Amendment: ADD under Payment for the Right to Exploit Geothermal Resources:
PaYment shall be made commencing on the fourth (4th)
year of the lease term. PaYments for first three (3) years
are waived.
Amendment: Royalty: Paragraph amended to read:
"Fer the Primary ten ClO)-year period and first Fifteen
(15) years of the continuation period (Twenty-five (25) years)
of the lease term, Lessee shall pay to the Board of Land
and Natural Resources the following royalties:"
Amendment: Amend first sentence of Reopening of Royalty Rate to read:
"Royalty rates shall be subject to reopening at the
end of the twenty-fifth (25th), fortieth (40th) and
fifty-fifty (55th) yea~s of the lease term."
Amendment: ADD to Assignment and Subletting:
"Such approval may be refused if the Board feels that
participation in revenues by Bishop Estate is inadequate."
I
j
GEORGE R . ARIYOSHI
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII
;/ '"
STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OJr ~ND MANAGEMENT
P . O. BOX 621
HONOLULU, HAWAII 98809
May 13, 1977
~._-
DIVISIONS:
CONVEYANCES
"'SH AND GAME
"ORESTRY
LAND MANACEMENT
STATE PARKS
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT
Board of Land and
Natural Resources
Honolulu, Hawaii
Gentlemen: HAWAII
Subject: Direct Lease of Geothermal Resources
Mining Rights on Reserved Lands, Puna,
Hawaii
STATUTE: Chapter 182, HRS (Reservation and Disposition
of Government Mineral Rights)
APPLICANT: Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi Bishop
Estate
FOR: Direct lease of geothermal resources mining
rights ort reserved lands.
RESERVED LANDS: Situate at Puna, Island of Hawaii:
Tax Map Key Acreage
a. 1-3-01:22, 23, 58, 59 574.00 ac.
b. 1-3-02:32, 59, 79, 8 E1, 1,261.00 ac.
81, 82, 83, 84
c. 1-3-03:06, 41 531.00 ac.
d. 1-3-09:01, 02, OS, 08, 1,086.00 ac •
.. 09,
ACREAGE 3,452.00 ac.
Less Exclusion
Approx. 400 acres zoned 400.00 ac.
Conservation District
within TMK 1-3-09:05
NET ACREAGE 3,052.00 ac.
NOTE: The above acreage is within the
maxImum allowable under Section 182-8, HRS,
and under the proposed DLNR rules and
regulations on Geothermal Resources mining.
SLUC ZONING:
LAND OWNERSHIP:
All Agricultural Districts.
Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate
ITEM F-2
r \.
Board of Land and
Na t ur a l Resources
-,
,-
May 13, 1977
.-
MINERAL· RIGHTS:..
MINERAL TO BE
MINED:
TERM:
COMMENCEMENT AND
COMPLETION DATES
OF DRILLING
OPERATION:
PAYMENT FOR THE
RIGHT TO EXPLOIT
GEOTHERMAL
RESOURCES:
ROYALTY:
Reserved to s cane. of Hawaii by Royal Patent
Nos. 4475 and 6883 on L.C.Aws. 7713:13; and
7713:14, respectively.
Geothermal Resources, classified as a
mineral under Section 182-1, HRS, as amended
by Act 241, SLH 1974.
The lease shall have a maximum term of
sixty-five (65) years; provided that there
shall be a primary period of ten (10) years
from the effective date of the lease and if
during this primary period, geothermal
resources are being produced or utilized in
commercial quantities, the lease term
shall continue for so long thereafter as
geothermal resources are produced or
utilized in commercial quantities, subject,
however , to the sixty-five (65)-year
limitations.
Continuation or termination of t he lease
after the primary ten (lO)-year per iod
shall be in accordance with Rule No. 3. 11
of the DLNR Geotherma l Rules (adoption
pending) •
The Lessee shalT.covenant and agree that
Geothermal Resources mining and drilling
operation on the reserved lands shall commence
within three (3) years from the date of
execution of the lease document by the
Lessee; and that at least one geothermal
resources well for production shall be
completed within one (1) year from the
commencement date of such drilling operation.
Provided, that so long as the Lessee is
actively and on a substantial scale engaged
in mining and drilling operation of Geothermal
Resources on at least one such lease, this
requirement shall be suspended.
The Lessee sha·ll pay to the State of Hawaii
the amount of $3,052.00 per annum for the
right to exploit Geothermal Resources
reserved to the State. Such payment shall~
be in addition to any royalty and shall .
be paid annually, in advance, for the term
of the lease.
For the primary ten (lO)-year period and
first ten (10) y e a r s of the continuation
period (twenty (20) years) of the lease
term, lessee shall pay to the Board of
Land and Natural Resources the following
royalties:
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a. A royalty of fifteen percent ( 1 5% )
of the gross revenue received from
sale of steam, brines from which no
other minerals have been extracted,
and associated gases, at the point
of delivery to the purchaser thereof.
b. A royalty of ten percen~' (10%) of
the gross revenue from the sale of
mineral products or chemical compounds
recovered from geothermal fluids in
the first marketable form.
c. Royalty paYments shall be made
pursuant to above items a. and b.
for all geothermal resources and
other minerals extracted therefrom,
used by the lessee and not sold, with
the gross. revenue therefor to be
determined as though said geothermal
resources and other mi ne r a l s extracted
therefrom had been sold to a third
. party at the then prevailing market
price in the same market area and
under the same marketing conditions.
PAYMENT:
REOPENING OF
ROYALTY RATE:
The lessee shall make payments of royalties
to the Board at its Honolulu office within
thirty (30) days after the end of each
month and accompany such pa yme n t with a
written statement by the lessee, showing
the volume of each geothermal resources
and its by-products sold, us e d , or otherwise
disposed of. The lessee shall furnish
such other data as may be necessary for
the Board to audit and verify all royalty
payments.
Royalty rates shall be subject to
reopening at the end of the twentieth (20th),
thirty-fift~ (35th), and fiftieth (50th )
years of the lease term. Royalty rates
for the new period shall be determined
by independent appraisal but shall be no
less than the royalty rates at the time
of reopening, nor shall it be higher than
the maximum rate allowable under the
DLNR Regulation on Leasing of Geothermal
Resources in Hawaii.
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ROYALTIES ON
OTHER MINERALS:
METERING:
TESTING OF
MINERALS:
ASSIGNMENT AND
SUBLETTING:
BOND:
LIABILITY
INSURANCE:
In the event the lessee desires to mine
minerals other than Geothermal Resources,
the lessee shall before mining such other
minerals, so notify the Board in writing,
and the lessee shall negotiate and fix
the royalty rates for such other minerals,
as may be allowed to be mined by the
Board.
Metering equipment shall be maintained
and operated by lessee in such a manner
as to meet acceptable standards of
accuracy consistent with geothermal
industry practices.
The lessee shall on a calendar semi-
annual basis furnish the Board the results
of periodic tests showing the content
of by-products in the produced geothermal
resources. Such tests shall be consistent
with acceptable method of testing practices
by the industry.
The lessee shall not assign and/or sublet
the whole or any portion of the rights
herein leased, without the prior approval
of the Board of Land and Natural Resources.
Provided, that any assignment and/or sublease
so made shall be to person or persons,
partnerships, corporations, etc., who
has obtained from the owner of the lands
the right to occupy and conduct geothermal
resources mining operation thereon.
The lessee shall within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the completed lease document,
file with the Board, and k e e p in force for
the term of the lease, a PERFORMANCE BOND,
in the amount of $50,000.00, conditioned
upon faithful observance and performance
of all requirements of the lease. Said
Bond shall name the Department of Land and
Natural Re s ou r c e s , State of Hawaii, as
obligee.
The lessee shall secure and maintain i n
force during the term of the lease,
Comprehensive General liability and property
damage insurance and products liability
insurance naming the State of Hawaii DLNR
as additional insured in the following
minimum amounts:
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a. Comprehensive General Bodily Injury
Liability $300,000.00 each occurrence,
$300,000.00 aggregate.
b. Comprehensive General Property Damage
$50,000.00 each occurrence, $100,000.00
aggregate.
c. Products liability in the s ingle
minimum limit of $250,000.00.
RULES AND
REGULATIONS:
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERN:
REMARKS:
The lease shall include other applicable
provision required by law and as contained
in the DLNR REGULATIONS ON LEASING OF
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES AND DRILLING FOR
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES IN HAWAII when such
regulat~ons have been adopted in final
form.
The lessee shall comply with all water
and air pollution control laws, rules and
regulations of the State or its political
subdivision. The lessee shall also
comply with all applicable State and
County laws relative to Environmental
Impact Statements.
The Trustees of Kamehameha Schools/Bernice
Pauahi Bishop Estate has made application
as an occupier for geothermal resources
mining lease on estate lands at Puna,
Hawaii, which are subject to reservations
of mineral rights in favor of the State
of Hawaii. Application was made in
accordance with Section 182-5, HRS (Mining
leases on reserved lands), however, with
the understanding that such application
is not a waiver of whatever rights the
applicant may have as to claim of ownership
of the geothermal resources under the subject
reserved lands.
Under Section 182-5, HRS, the Board may
by vote of two-thirds of its voting m~mbers,
without public auction, grant a mining
lease on reserved land to the occupier
thereof.
THE DLNR REGULATION ON LEASING OF
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES AND DRILLING FOR
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES I N HAWAII is in
its final draft stage and is expected to
be presented to the Board for adoption
following public hearings to be held in
the near future.
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RECOMMENDATION: That the Board approve a direct grant of
a geothermal resources mining l e a s e on
reserved lands to the applicant covering
the reserved lands listed above, subject
to terms and conditions above mentioned
which are by reference incorporated herein,
in addition to such o the.r. terms and condi-
tions required by law and as may be
prescribed by the Chairman which will serve
the best interest of the State.
Respectfully submitted,
~;-"--.....:~~~
S J. DETOR
APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL:
CHRISTOPHER COBB, Chairman
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DOCUMENT FOR APPROVAL BY THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
January 23, 1981
CONSENT
SUBLEASE HAWAII
TRUSTEES OF THE ESTATE OF BERNICE PAUAHI BISHOP, Sublessor, to
THERMAL POWER COMPANY AND DILLINGHAM CORPORATION, Sublessee
Geothermal lease on reserved lands in Puna, Hawaii, authorized
by the Board of Land and Natural Resources at its meeting of
May 13, 1977 under agenda It!=m F-2. .
Lease rental: $3,487.00 per annum base (to be credited against
production royalties) and royalties of 10 percent
of the gross amount or value of the geothermal
resources produced and 5 percent of gross proceeds
from the sale of geothermal by-products.
LOCATION AND AREA
Reserved lands at Puna, Hawaii, being those certain parcels
of land (portion of the lands described i n and covered by
Land Patent 8200, Royal Patents 4475 and 6883, Apana 1 4 , to
V. Kamamalu and Royal Patent 4475, Land Patent 8199, Land
Commission Award 7713, Apana 13, to V. Kamamalu ) designated
by Tax Map Key as follows:
TMK
1-3-01:22
1-3-01:23
1-3-01:58
1-3-01:59
1-3-02:32
1-3-02:33
1:-3-02:59
1-3-02:79
1-3-02:80
1-3-02:81
1-3-02:82
1-3-02:83
1-3-02:84
1-3-02:87
L-3-03:05
1.-3-03:06
1-3-03:41
1-3-09:02
1-3-09:01
1.-3-09:05
1-3-09:08
1-3-09:10
AREA
27.78 ac.
237.40 ac.
33.50 ac.
275.80 ac.
803.00 ac.
20.20 ac.
154.80 ac.
21.00 ac.
21.30 ac.
21.50 ac.
21.70 ac.
142.30 ac.
50.80 ac.
28.00 ac.
9.80 ac.
430.20 ac.
101.00 ac.
157.75 ac.
206.17 ac.
694.30 ac.
5.17 ac.
23.26 ac.
Private land (Bishop Estate - owner)
£t(
LAND CLASS TITLE
TOTAL 3,486.70ac. ~~
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF
LAND AND t.r.A.TURAL RESOURCES
AT. ITS MEETING HELD ON
T"'
~'~~!;~.:~; )SII
\1 t--c
Board of Land and
Natural Resources
CHARACTER OF USE
/ .:---....
January 23, 1981
( - G-
Geothermal exploration, operation, development, and marketing
PROPOSED SUBLEASE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Sublease term: Maximum of 65 years
Sublease rent: Advance rent of $10.00 per acre per annum for
1st three years; $20.00 per acre per annum for
the 4th and 5th years; $25.00 per acre per annum
for the 6th through lOth years; each following
successive 5-year periods to be annual rental
for the last lease year preceding such period
plus an increase equal to the percentage
increase, rounded to the nearest 1/10 percent,
registered in the Honolulu Consumer Price Index.
Royalty rates ranging from 2 percent to 4 percent
of gr0ss proceeds, depending upon megawatts
generated. Royalty for non-electric uses and
for sale or use of extractable minerals, 5 percent
of gross proceeds.
Note: Sublessee, in addition to the forego ing,
shall also pay the State of Hawaii t he amount
of rents and royalties provided for in the State
lease.
REMARKS
At its meeting of May 13, 1977 under agenda Item F-2 the Board
approved the issuance of a geothermal lease to the Bishop
Estate as occupier of the lands in question. The Estate now
wishes to enter into a sublease with Thermal Power Company
and Dillingham Corporation to develop the geothermal resources
and, pursuant to Rule 3.7 of Regulation 8, has submitted a copy
of the proposed sublease for review and approval by the Board.
The Estate requests that, upon approval of the sublease, the
Board release the partnership from any liabilities or duties
under the State lease as provided by Rule 3.7b of Regulation 8.
Also being submitted to the Board today is a request by Kapoho
Land Partnership for consent to sublease the geothermal rights
granted to Kapoho by the Board on December 19, 1980 under agenda
Item F-3. The Kapoho sublease will also be to Thermal/Dillingham,
and both subleases provide for pooling of Kapoho's and the
Estate's lands.
It should be noted that the Board's action of Ma y 13, 1977
approving the Bishop Estate lease took place prior to the
adoption of Regulation 8 but 'wi th the provision that the
lease be conformed to such regulation when adopted.
It should also be noted that an approximately 400-acre portion
of TMK 1-3-9:05 is zoned conservation but was included in the
Board's 1977 action with the proviso that it be subject to the
filing of a Conservation District Use Application, if required.
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Natural Resources
RECOMMENDATION
That the Board:
January 23, 198!
1- '-
A. Confirm the action of May 13, 1977 under agenda Item F-2
granting a geothermal lease on reserved lands to the
Bishop Estate and authorize the Chairman to make such
changes in the terms and conditions therein as he deems
necessary to conform it to Regulations 8 and 4 of the
Department of Land and Natural Resources.
B. Consent to the foregoing sublease subject to the following:
1. Review and approval of" the sublease terms and conditions
by the Office of the Attorney General.
2: Such other terms and conditions as may be prescribed
by· the Chairman.
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r(F-l-f)
(F-l-g)
(F-l-h)
(F-l-i)
(F-l-j)
(F-l-k)
(F-l-l)
(F-l-m)
(F-l-n)
(F-l-o)
(F-l-p)
ITEM F-2
REVCCABLE 'PERMIT
TID.'w1AS L. NOA, SR. AND DAWSON MIURA - waimanalo, Oahu - $100.00 mo.
MJR!GPIGE
SEA. LIFE mcoRPORATED, MJRIGAGOR TO FIRST EAWAIIAN BANK, MJR!G\GEE-
G. L. S-3709 - Pore of Govt. land of Waimanalo, Oahu, TMK 4-1-14:por.
parcels 4 & 13.
REVCCABLE PErMrI'S
DAUAS E. rowLEY, INC., dba Datsun of waipahu/Wahiawa - Wahiawa, oahu -
$536.50 IID.
Mr. Kealoha asked why only 2¢ per sq. ft. was l:eing charged for use of
the al:ove area when less carcpa:rable areas at Sand Island were being
rented :Ercm 1-3/4¢ to 2-3/4¢ per sq. ft. Mr. I:etor asked that this
iten be withdrawn while he checked on this.
MR. & MRS. ROBERT W. GOU.D - Malaekahana State Park, Oahu _. $330.00 mo.
GROSVENOR INI'ERNATIONAL-BAWAII, LID. - Malaekahana State Park, Oahu -
$84.00 IID.
ABIGAIL KErolllLIKE~ - r1alaek.ahana State Park, Oahu -
$302.00 IID • .
MR. & MRS. amRLES x, CCOKE JY - Malaekahana State Park, Oahu-
$8;4.00 IID.
Mr. Deter asked that Items F-l-i, F-l-j, F-l-k and F-l-l be withdrawn.
YEE BEE & MARGARET BEE - 46-405 Kamehameha Highway, F...eeia, Oahu-
$350.00 IID.
G & G METAL mRKS, The., a Hawaii Corporation - Iw"ilei, Oahu -
$1,765.00 ItO.
,
REVCCABLE PEIMrT
MPS. I<ATHY .ASAI - Lot 26, Block J, Kapaa Tcwn Lots, Kapaa, Kawaibau, .
Kauai - $15.00 mo.
OJI.I.ATERAL AGREEMENT
STATE OF HAWAII, ABErAROO R. n.oRETA AND M1ERI~ SAVTh"GS AND LOAN
AS~ON - S.S.A. 5-5464 - Lot 14, Wai.lua Ebuse IDts, Kauai
~.MEHA srncors/BISEJP ESTATE APPLICATION FOR DIRECT LEASE OF GEOrEERt."!AL
RESOURCES MINING RIGHTS ON RESERVED LANDS, PtTh'm., HAWAII
Bishop Estate Trustees Hatsuo Takabuki and Hyron 'I'hanpson, Ed Craddic.1< of
Geot:h.eI:ma.l Exploration and I:evelOI;ment Corp., and W. L. DrOller of the
'llieDna.l Co. of San Francisco described their plans to the Eoard.
Mr. Takabuki said that UP to six wells will J:e drilled at a cost of about
$1 million each durin~ a- three-year pericd to explore and define the
resoure:as.
Mr. Mehau asked what the estimated cost would be once it was decided that
there was merit to continue.
-4-
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ITEM F-3
Action
ITEM F-4
ACTION
•
Mr. DrOlier said it is hoped to drive the dollars down on future wells
needed for energy production. He said that an additional $10 million
could be spent to provide Hila Electric Co. with expanded power produc-
tion required by 1981. Depending on the explorato:ry wells, he said
that itrs possible that sanething like 10 to 20 productive w-ells could
be sited in the subject area. '
Mr. Takabuki asked the Eoard for several revisions in the proposed lease
agreement.
Mr. Cobb stated ,that the te.Dns of the lease still are subject to a State
regulation on leasing and drilling of geotheJ::mal resources. The regula-
tion is in final draft stage and will l:e presented to the Board for
adoption after public hearings. .
'!he Board, upon m:Jtion by Mr. Mehau and a second by Mr. Kealoha, unani-
IICusly approved a direct grant· of a geot.he.nnal resources mining lease
to Bishop Estate covering the reserved lands listed in the suhnittal,
subject to the tel:ms and conditions also listed in the sul:mittal, wit..",
the following revisions:
1. 400 acres zoned conservation to be inclu:ied in the lease subject
to filiilg of a CDUA (unless the Attorney General says that a CDDA
is not necessary or that a CDUA must be processed first) •
2. Flat rental to be waived for the first three years of the lease.
3. Royalty rates to be decreased to 10% and 5%, r=...spectively.
4. Reopening of Royalty rates to be changed to t.i1e end of t..~ 25th,
40th and 55th years.
5. Assignment and SUbletting provision to be changed by adding the
following words to the end of the paragraph: "such approval may
be refused if the Board feels that participation by Bishop Estate
is inadequate.
The above approval is also subject to such other teJ:ms and conditions
required by law and as may be prescribed by the Cha.i.Dran which will
serve the best interest of the State.
STAFF RECCt1MENOATICN FOR AMENI:r1ENI' OF PREVIOUS EOA.lID ACl'ION (6/27/75,
~ I'm1 F-5) AIJTHORIZING WITHDRAWAL OF LAND FBCM G. L. NO. 5-3575
FOR HlI.O II HIGH scaxa, SITE, WAIAI<EA, SO. HJI.O, HAWAII.
The Board, upon rrotion by Mr. Mehau and a second by Hr . Munechika,
unanim:::lusly voted to further amend its action of June 27, 1975 , by
delet:L.'1g the withdrawal authord.zed under "Recarm:..lJ.dation B" of agenda
Item F-5, and in its stead authorize the cancellation and teJ::mination
of General Lease No. 5-3575 to the Honpa F..ongwanji ~.ission of Hawaii
effectiit"e June 30, 1975 and authorize reimbursenent of all lease rental
paid for the periods thereafter.
MELVIN B. HEWE'IT Al.'ID ROBERT BEHRENS REQUEST FOR ACCESS ~'T ACROSS
STIcr'E LAND AT PUAKO, SO. KeNA, HAY1AII
The Board, having found that the subject easenent area is of m.:i.ni.rrn.:m
size relative to the intended use and constitutes an econanic unit,
unan:inously authorized the sale of a 65-year, non-exclusive easerrent
over and across the subject State land for roadway purposes i the Eoa.-rd
to detennine location of easanent. Said sale shall be on a direct
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